
A simple circle 
upgrades 

the State of Map 
Beyond Time and Space 

A simple circle 
           turns into 
a Quantum Jump 

2020      Henrique Koehler     -        Munich Orientation Convention 

example Seoul / Korea 






Main problem:  
          the right / left idiocy  

Degeneration from cardinal points to right/left !!  

 . 









The State of  the Map: 
a Naked Emperor 

 
Complies with all  
international standards 

FAKE !! 
          ahead?   
  left?         right? 
         behind ? 

Solution for vertical maps 
      www.quovides.de 

north is not above 
south is not below 

Confirm on metro! 


















Wild answers to where?  
and whereto?  

50% can‘t read such maps !! 

volksnav.de/alternatives 

44.5746538546589 
11.4957856648828 

7MJCG86R 
   +W5QM 

hopeful. 
bananas. 
meeting 

 next  

a rocket science? 

IDIOCY: system forces decoding into Right/Left   

Downtown?                        Any answer to where? 



























Upgrade with r100: 

Seoul 
   TV tower 

 100% 
100 blocks 
100x100m 

 360 / 12 

 minutes 

QUANTify locations = QUANTum jump! 

codes  
with  
Hours,  
Minutes  
and  
Radius 

like a cake: 12 „hour“ sectors 

9 r80 

 next  

5 r200 ? 

































Interface to reality: 
r100 neutralizes deformations 

If time permits, will be presented  
after the last sheet 

example Berlin 
 

r100 






Even fragments of  circles 
are a quantum jump ! 

   
 
 
 
Only segments !! 

 next  






 good old tools: 
Time-Space Convention 

If I look  
outwards 
right hand  
is clockwise guide  

yourself !! 
 next  












Imaginary clocks 

 next  
Help to avoid R/L and E/W confusion       www.volksnav.de/confusions 

Exercise 1: point to f7                           Exercise 2: point to m4  















from City Hall station  
to City Hall 

 next  VolksNav makes StreetSmart  

r20 - r19        = 100m outwards  
m10 to m11 = clockwise/to later 

station 
CITY HALL 

m11 r20 
m10:9 r19 


















where is downtown? 
innovative  Pointers:  

 Vertical Pointing 

Text only !! 
r0     = f11 
m12 = f7 
Exit f5 / f8 

    
VolksNav 

Compass points to r0 !! 

all exit alternatives !!   next  www.volksnav.de/smartphone 
























Benefit: IMAGINABLE 
location codes 

-targets 

-crossings 

-stations 

-stop points 

-bridges -tunnels 

 next  

 .next  

volksnav.de/LondonTube 

Also helpful for  
children,  the blind, 
illiterate,  
people with disabilities  
etc.  
























Indoor… 
Room numbers +  
exit doors numbering 

building numbers Provisory housings:  Volksnav.de/Favela 

City hall 
Yaounde/Cameroon 












House number = 
distance to a crossing !  

Each crossing is the center of a new clock! 

 Seoul m10:9 r19 Seoul m10:9 r19 m9  r55 

m9 

 next  

+ 
+ 

+ 













































Benefit: AWARENESS 

-locations 
-directions/lines 

-distances 
-cardinal points 

-ANGLEs: 1h 

- alternative to  
RIGHT / LEFT !! 

 next  
























Benefit: Harmony                                                                                  
-imagination: nAI 

-signage 
-cartography 
-location codes 

-online 
-mobile 

-search engines 
all hotels  
within   
m4 to m6 
and   
r50 to r60 

volksnav.de/search 

Goal:  
STANDARD 

 next  

































TABOOS:                                                                                  

MAPS  
without reference circle 

SIGNS  
without Vertical Pointing 

Enigmatic  
CODES 















The questions now:                                                                                  

-ignore? 
-combat? 

-recommend? 

 -be a partner! 

-use? 





















Thank you !! 
Henrique Koehler 

Munich 
Orientation 
Convention 

volksnav@volksnav.de 

Download pdf:   volksnav.de/aSimpleCircle  next  
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